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CAMP NOU EXPERIENCE
Ticket type:

Visit date: 
Access allowed within the 30 minutes after the time indicated.

CIF: G08266298
TOTAL AMOUNT
(VAT included)   

 
Printed date Localizer

The acquisition, possession and use of these tickets supposes
acceptance of the following general conditions:
1.Acquisition of a ticket is definitive and neither exchanges nor
reimbursements shall be admitted. 2.Tickets are valid until the date
stated on the ticket. 3.This ticket is subjected to the Legal Conditions
for Purchase shown during the purchasing process on the FCB
website www.fcbarcelona.com. 4.FCB reserves the right to modify
the times or route, or close any part of the Tour of Museum in
accordance with match times, training sessions or the holding of
events. We recommend that you check the FCB website before your
visit. 5.FCB reserves the right to refuse entrance. 6.FCB shall not be
held responsible for tickets that were not purchasedfrom official
points of sale. 7.The purchaser is responsible for the use of tickets
acquired. 8.Tickets shall not be accepted if they are damaged, torn,
cut, modified or used, or if there is any sign that they might be
forged. In the case of forgeries, FCB reserves the right to adopt the
corresponding legal measures. 9.The ticket must be carried at all
times during the tour, and be shown to any member of the FCB staff
when asked. If lost, tickets shall not be replaced. 10.The resale or any
promotional use of tickets without authorisation from FCB is strictly
prohibited. 11.If tickets are purchased at a reduced rate, the
document/card showing proof of access to this reduced rate must be
shown at the entrance to the facility. 12.Smoking and the
consumption of food and beverages are prohibited inside the facility
(except in officially designated locations).13. Every day (but on match
days or when an event is scheduled) the visit inside the Camp Nou
stadium can be done.
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